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[1] [Peter Vaughan], you are for sentence on charges of sexual violation by rape 

and injuring with intent to injure.   

[2] You pleaded guilty at the beginning of your jury trial to a limited amount of 

violence towards your victim prior to the rape, which left bruising to her thigh, shins, 

hip and arms.  You pleaded guilty to rape on the morning of the second day of your 

trial.  The victim had given evidence for about three hours in total the day before but 

it seemed like much longer.  To say that she struggled with the process of giving her 

evidence is a huge understatement.  From your guilty plea I infer that you were just as 



 

 

affected by the obvious stress and trauma she experienced as everyone else in the 

courtroom was.   

[3] Through your counsel today you have confirmed you do not dispute any of the 

summary of facts prepared for sentencing by the Crown, based on the victim’s original 

statement.  You have confirmed that you do not challenge any of what she said 

occurred before, during and after the rape.   

[4] You and she had been in a relationship for approximately 19 months when this 

offending occurred.  You were living together in [location deleted] when the 

relationship commenced in 2015.  You moved here to Palmerston North and were 

living together in a flat as at [month deleted] 2016.   

[5] The victim spent the evening and night of [date deleted] at a friend’s house 

after you argued.  She was also upset over the death of her [close family member] and 

sought solace from her friends.  While she was away you sent her a total of 205 text 

messages.  While some of them expressed your concern for her and her whereabouts, 

many of them reflected the nature of your relationship in which you attempted to 

control her behaviour, who she saw and what she did.  Some of the text messages tried 

to reassure her by saying that you would not be mad if she came home and not to be 

scared because you were not going to harm her.   

[6] When she came home at around 1.00 pm on [date deleted – the next day] you 

started by slamming the door and closing all the curtains in the flat.  She went into the 

bathroom and when she came out you pushed her up against the wall and using your 

forearm applied pressure to her throat, causing her to struggle to breathe.  You did this 

while threatening to kill her.  When you stopped she went into the bedroom.  You 

punched her in the legs and ribs before taking her phone away from her.  She tried to 

escape by running out of the front door.  You chased her out as far as some trees outside 

the front of the property and when she grabbed onto a branch on one of the trees you 

pulled her away and threatened to smash her if she did not let go.  She went back into 

the flat with you.  You locked the door and then punched her three times to the right 

side of her abdomen.   



 

 

[7] Later in the evening she was in the bedroom lying down on your bed.  You 

came into the bedroom, roughly removed her clothing and had rough sexual 

intercourse with her, during which time she was crying and asking you to stop.  You 

then turned her onto her stomach and attempted to have anal intercourse with her.  That 

did not happen but you continued with vaginal intercourse while she continued to 

plead for you to stop.  You told her you wanted to choke her and when you began 

moving your hand towards her neck and she tried to move it away you punched her in 

the chin and said, “You shouldn't have done that.”  You choked her to the point where 

she ended up vomiting.  The sexual intercourse caused her considerable pain.  She was 

sore and walked to the shower with difficulty and could not sleep that night because 

she was in pain.  When she pretended to be asleep you attempted to have sexual 

intercourse with her again but then stopped, got out of bed and went to watch 

television.   

[8] The next morning you told her she could not go to her [details deleted], you 

told her that you should both stay at home and try and make up.  You rang your 

employer and called in sick.  She tried to think of ways to get out of the flat because 

she did not have her set of keys and you had locked the doors.  Her [details deleted]] 

became concerned about her absence and three of them came round to the flat.  They 

spoke with you and you said they could not speak with the victim.  They said they 

threatened to go to the police.  She then came out from behind you and mouthed “help 

me, help me” to her friends and they called the police.   

[9] The physical injuries she suffered were bruising to her right thigh, both shins, 

hip and arm.  She complained of sore ribs and tenderness to her right cheek.  The 

impacts of your offending go far deeper than that.  You have heard her 

victim impact statement read to you.  It is clear from that that the physical violence 

was far outweighed by the emotional harm you have caused her from your treatment 

of her.  She has really blocked the incident out.  She does not want to talk about it; she 

does not want anything to do with you again.   

[10] In many ways the victim impact statement is as much about the trauma of the 

trial process and reliving it again as it is about the actual offending.  Not all of that can 

be sheeted home to you.  The plain fact of the matter is that we have a long way to go 



 

 

before we have trial processes that fully take into account the needs of victims of this 

type of offending.  However, the breach of trust in what you did to her and the ongoing 

emotional effects will take years for her to recover from.  It appears that she has started 

on the road to recovery with counselling and with the support of friends and whānau 

who love her and will support her.  It says something about your victim that in the last 

line in her victim impact statement she expresses the hope that you get the help you 

need.   

[11] The purposes and principles of sentencing I must take into account in 

sentencing you today include the need to hold you accountable for the harm your 

offending has done and to provide for the interests of your victim.  I must denounce 

the conduct you were involved in and impose a sentence which acts to deter you and 

others from similar offending.  I need to assess the seriousness of your offending in 

comparison with other cases and sentence you in a way which is consistent with 

appropriate sentencing levels.   

[12] We have a guideline judgement for sentencing for the offence of sexual 

violation by rape put in place by the Court of Appeal.  This guideline judgment, 

R v AM,1 contains four bands for rape offending.  The Court of Appeal outlined a 

number of what are called culpability assessment factors or factors which make the 

offending worse.  The purpose of those factors is not only to assist the Judge to decide 

which band the offending in any case falls into but also where within that band the 

offending is appropriately placed.  There is some overlap between the sentencing 

bands.  Band 2 provides for a starting point range between seven and 13 years’ 

imprisonment.  The Crown submits that your offending is properly placed towards the 

upper end of band 2 or the lower end of band 3, which starts at 12 years.  Mr Murray 

on your behalf submits that the starting point should be in the lower to mid-range of 

band 2.   

[13] There is agreement between the Crown and your counsel about the approach 

to be taken to the starting point.  While you are for sentence on two separate charges 

of rape and injuring with intent to injure, after discussion today there is agreement the 
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starting point should incorporate the rape itself and the violence that occurred before, 

during and after the rape.  This approach avoids the risk of double counting in relation 

to the violence.   

[14] I consider your offending is appropriately placed towards the upper end of band 

2 and the starting point I adopt is 11 and a half years’ imprisonment.  This is on the 

basis of the serious level of accompanying violence and detention which increases 

your culpability to a higher degree and the presence of two or three other culpability 

factors to a moderate degree.  There is a degree of violence inherent in any charge of 

rape but your offending involved additional and significant violence including an 

incident of choking prior to the rape, a series of punches and blows and then a further 

incident of choking during intercourse to the point that your victim vomited in 

response.  You also punched her when she tried to prevent you from choking her during 

intercourse.  In effect, you detained her in the flat overnight and through to the 

following morning.  At one point she attempted but failed to escape.  You chased her 

for a short distance outside the flat and when you caught up with her she went back 

inside fearing further violence.  You took her phone and you now accept that she had 

no keys and could not leave the flat.   

[15] The other factors I consider are present to a more moderate degree are a 

combination of her vulnerability, the breach of trust and the harm you have caused to 

her by your offending.  Her vulnerability largely arose from the background and 

context of your relationship.  You were controlling of her behaviour and had been so 

since your relationship began.  You were convicted of assaulting her in 2015.  As is 

evidenced by the text messages and from her victim impact statement she felt that you 

exercised total control over what she did and who she saw.  That equates to a breach 

of trust more than might be apparent in any relationship where a rape is committed.  It 

made her more vulnerable to your offending against her because of her fear of you and 

of what might happen if she tried to resist.  The harm to the victim is a matter you have 

already heard about from her victim impact statement.  The effects on her have been 

severe and longlasting.  To a lesser extent the scale of the offending is a factor in that 

there was attempted anal intercourse and a second attempt at vaginal intercourse 

although you did not proceed with either.   



 

 

[16] Despite the Crown’s submission I do not think your offending was 

premeditated.  I have taken your jealousy and displeasure with the victim for staying 

out with her friends the night before into account as part of the nature of your 

relationship and the way it made her more vulnerable.   

[17] In the interests of consistency, both the Crown and your counsel have referred 

to the cases cited in R v AM as examples of band 2 offending and drawn my attention 

to factors which made the offending in those cases more or less serious than yours.   

[18] In the end the circumstances of rape can vary hugely and I must assess your 

offending in the context in which you committed it.  I did not find any of those  

cases to be particularly helpful but I am satisfied that a starting point of  

11 and a half years’ imprisonment accords with the guidance provided in R v AM and 

in the cases given by way of examples.   

[19] The Crown submits, and your counsel accepts, that a minimal uplift is required 

to reflect your previous conviction for assaulting the victim in 2015 and the fact you 

were still subject to supervision when you committed these offences.  However, it is 

your only previous conviction for violence and was dealt with by way of supervision 

and community work.  In the context of the length of sentence I am imposing today I 

do not consider an uplift is warranted.   

[20] I turn now to your personal circumstances, Mr [Vaughan].  You are [age 

deleted] years of age, 20 at the time of this offending.  Both your counsel’s submissions 

and the pre-sentence report indicate that you were emotionally unable to deal with 

your relationship with the victim.  You indicated to the probation officer that the 

relationship was coming to an end and you acknowledged your feelings of jealousy.   

[21] The probation officer spoke to your mother in the course of preparing the report 

and she explained your offending behaviour as an exact manifestation of the gang 

attitudes towards women of “FU I'm the boss” and “you’re mine” that influenced you 

as you were growing up.  Your father as well as your brothers are all members of, or 

closely associated with, the Mongrel Mob and in your mother’s view that is the gang’s 

attitude towards women that she has seen from members.  She expresses the view, 



 

 

however, that of all of her sons you are the most likely to realise your errors and to 

make changes if you are given the opportunity to do so.   

[22] The probation report also assesses you as someone who has a level of insight 

into your offending which means you may well respond to treatment and programmes.  

There were other aspects of your life that were on track at the time of this offending 

which are also hopeful signs for the future.  Despite your difficult upbringing, 

surrounded by violence and gangs, you do not have, at the age of [age deleted], a 

significant history of offending, in particular of violent offending.  You have an 

employment history and were in employment at the time of this offending.  You have 

completed some training in various fields.   

[23] I am not going to give a specific discount for your youth and these other 

positive features at this point of sentencing.  In my view the seriousness of this 

offending and your previous offending against the same young woman go against that.  

However, your youth and likely response to rehabilitation are factors I will take into 

account in deciding whether or not to impose a minimum period of imprisonment or 

MPI.   

[24] What I consider is warranted, however, is a combined discount for remorse and 

your entry of guilty pleas, albeit very late in the piece.  I accept that your seeing the 

victim struggle through the process of giving her evidence and seeing the pain that 

you had put her through had a profound effect on you and caused you to change your 

plea.  That is confirmed by your response during the interview with the 

probation officer who prepared the pre-sentence report.  You showed obvious signs of 

deep remorse and shame when the facts of your offending were recounted to you.  You 

must, in my view, be entitled to some credit for making the decision to put an end to 

the victim’s trauma in the way that you did.  There was a risk, whether you were aware 

of it or not, that the trial could not have continued and in my view it is to your credit 

that you did not seek to take advantage of that and wait to see if the victim was simply 

unable to go through with the rest of her evidence.   

[25] Other cases say that remorse and guilty plea should be considered separately 

but in your case my view is that they are so intertwined that this is not possible or 



 

 

appropriate.  I am going to allow you an 18 month discount, which in percentage terms 

is in the region of 13 percent, for your late plea and genuine remorse.  That reduces 

the end sentence to 10 years’ imprisonment.  I note that that discount also takes into 

account, as part of your remorse, your willingness to attend restorative justice although 

you must have been aware that that was very unlikely to have been something the 

victim was prepared to do.   

[26] The remaining question is whether there should be a minimum period of 

imprisonment imposed.  Section 86 of the Sentencing Act 2002 says that the Court 

may impose an MPI that is longer than the usual one-third parole eligibility period if 

it is satisfied that one-third is insufficient to meet the purposes and principles of 

sentencing I referred to earlier.  They are the need to hold you accountable, to 

denounce your conduct, to deter you and others or to protect the community.  An MPI 

can extend the non-parole period from one-third up until two-thirds of the total length 

of imprisonment.   

[27] I do not consider an MPI is warranted in your case.  While the offending was 

serious and there is a need to hold you responsible, to denounce your conduct and to 

deter you and others, I am satisfied that the minimum period you will serve before you 

become eligible for parole is sufficient for those purposes and that it is for the Parole 

Board to decide when you should be released on parole.  The factors I consider go 

against the imposition of a minimum term in your case are your youth, your remorse, 

your likely response to rehabilitation and your absence of previous serious 

convictions.  I consider it should be for the Parole Board to determine when you are 

ready for release and that they should have the opportunity to make that determination 

after you have served the statutory period of one-third of the sentence.   

[28] Last, before I pass sentence I am making a protection order in favour of the 

victim.  You have been convicted of serious offending against her and there is not 

currently a protection order in force.  I am satisfied that the making of a protection 

order is necessary for her protection and in particular I take into account that although 

you will be in prison for a number of years she referred in her victim impact statement 

to you contacting her from prison.  I am also satisfied she does not object to the making 

of an order, in fact she has requested that one be made.   



 

 

[29] Mr [Vaughan], on the charge of sexual violation by rape you are sentenced to 

imprisonment for 10 years.  I am not imposing a minimum period of imprisonment.   

[30] On the charge of injuring with intent to injure you are sentenced to 

imprisonment for two years, that sentence is concurrent.   

 

 

S B Edwards 

District Court Judge 


